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Rates of Convergence of Gaussian Quadrature

for Singular Integrands

By D. S. Lubinsky and P. Rabinowitz

Abstract. The authors obtain the rates of convergence (or divergence) of Gaussian quadrature

on functions with an algebraic or logarithmic singularity inside, or at an endpoint of, the

interval of integration. A typical result is the following: For a bounded smooth weight

function on [-1,1], the error in «-point Gaussian quadrature of f(x) = \x - y\'s'\s 0(n'2+2S)

if i' = ±1 and 0(n~1+s) if y e (-1,1), provided we avoid the singularity. If we ignore the

singularity v, the error is 0(n~l + 2S(log n)S(k>glog n)S{l + !)) for almost all choices ofy. These

assertions are sharp with respect to order.

1. Introduction. Much has been written about convergence of rules of numerical

integration for integrands with integrable singularities inside or at the endpoints of

the interval of integration. The first papers on the subject in recent years, by Davis

and Rabinowitz [3] and Rabinowitz [11], established convergence of composite rules

and Gauss rules for functions monotonie around certain singularities. Gautschi [7]

verified Rabinowitz's conditions for the Fejér weights. Miller [9] introduced the idea

of dominated integrability and proved that the latter condition was still sufficient for

convergence of quadrature procedures. Feldstein and Miller [5] and El-Tom [4]

obtained rates of convergence of compound rules on singular integrands. Chawla

and Jain [1] and Rabinowitz [14] found the asymptotic form of the error of Gauss

quadrature on certain functions with an algebraic singularity in their derivative.

Osgood and Shisha [10] and others took up the subject of dominated integrability.

Rabinowitz [13] showed that Gaussian quadrature would converge even on functions

with singularities interior to the interval of integration, provided the nearest

abscissa(s) to the singularity was omitted and provided a certain relationship held

between weights and abscissas. Lubinsky and Sidi [8] used a generalized Markov-

Stieltjes inequality to prove that omitting the closest abscissas from left and right to

the singularity guaranteed convergence of Gauss quadrature, without requiring the

above relationship between weights and abscissas.

In this paper the authors use the same generalized Markov-Stieltjes inequality to

investigate convergence rates of Gaussian quadrature for functions with a singularity

at an endpoint of, or interior to, the interval of integration. This tool yields upper

and lower bounds for the error when the integrand is absolutely monotone to the left

of the singularity and completely monotone to the right. Furthermore, it yields

asymptotic rates for functions which are the product of such a function  and a
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smooth function. We shall see that, under very mild assumptions on the weight

function, the error in Gaussian integration of a function with an interior singularity

which is algebraic of order 6 (respectively logarithmic) is 0(n~1+s) (respectively

0(n~l log «)), provided only that we "avoid the singularity" by omitting the closest

abscissa to the interior singularity. When we do not omit the closest abscissa, the

error turns out to be 0(«~1 + 2S(log«)s(loglog«)EA) any e>l (respectively

o(n'x log n)) for almost all choices of the singularity. All these results are sharp with

respect to order.

For endpoint singularities, we shall prove the following: If the interval is (-1,1)

and the weight function is "comparable" to the Jacobi weight (1 - x)"(l + x)ß,

then the error is 0(n~2v~2+2S) (respectively 0(n~2v~2 log«)) for an algebraic

singularity of order 8 at x = 1 (respectively a logarithmic singularity).

We note finally that avoiding or ignoring a singularity using some standard rule is

not necessarily the best method for numerical integration of a singular integrand.

Thus many of the results in this paper are of theoretical, rather than practical,

interest.

2. Notation. Let (a, b) be a finite or infinite interval. Throughout let there be

given a monotone increasing and right continuous function a: (a, b) -» R. We

assume all the moments f£xJ da( x),j = 0,1,2,..., exist. Then there exist orthonor-

mal polynomialsp„(x) = ynY\]=i(x - x„,), where y„ > 0, n = 1,2,..., that satisfy

/><*>*.(*> <m*)-{¿: :;;:
We assume that the zeros of pn are ordered so that a < xnX < xn2 < • • • < xnn < b,

n = 1,2,_Further, we define the Christoffel numbers

Kj =     £/>*(*„;)     .       J = 1,2,...,«;« = 1,2,...,

so that

(2.1) fhp(x)da(x)= ÍKjP(xñJ),

whenever p(x) is a polynomial of degree at most 2/1 — 1. For any function /:

(a, b) -» R, let

I[f]-fbf(x)da(x),
Ja

/„[/]=   LKjfiXnj), « = 1,2,...,
7-1

E„[f) = l[f]-I„[f],       « = 1,2,...,

provided these numbers are defined, the integral being a proper or improper

Riemann-Stieltjes integral. Thus £„[/] is the error in Gauss quadrature of order «

for the integrand/.

We shall frequently need to consider some fixed point y g (a, b) at which f(x)

may, or may not, have a singularity. Throughout Jcc(n), xl{n), xr(n) denote the

abscissas from {*„,, xn2,... ,xnn} which are, respectively, the closest toy, the closest
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from the left to y, and the closest from the right to y. More precisely

l*coo - Jl " min{K7-^|:; = 1,2,...,«},

y - x,w = min{y - xnj; xnj ^y},

x«„) - y = min{ xnj - y: xnj > y}.

If y < x,a, we take x!{ll) = a, and if y > x„„, we take xr(n) = b. When xc{n) is not

uniquely defined by the above, which is the case only when y is midway between

*/<■) and xHH), we take xc(n) = xl(n). We let

/„*[/]=      i    Kjf(Xnj),
7-1

7*c(rt)

so that /* avoids the singularity by omitting the closest abscissa to it. Further, we let

Eftf] = /[/]- /„*[/]•

Similarly, we define

7 = 1
j*l(n),r(n)

so that /** avoids the singularity by omitting the closest abscissas from the left and

right to y. Further,

E:*[f] = i[f]-irif]-
We let Ac(n), A/(„), Ar(n) denote the Christoffel numbers corresponding to x(in), x/(iI),

xr(n), respectively. Similarly xc(n)±1, A((n)±1 denote x„iC(n)±1 and \n,c(B)±1 and so

on. Note that xr(n) = xl{n)+1.

It is worth comparing the definition of /*, /** above to the ideas of avoiding the

singularity used in Rabinowitz [13] and Lubinsky and Sidi [8]. The rule /** above

coincides with Rn used in Theorem 1 in [13]. Further, /** is similar to K*, used in [8],

except that the latter rule also includes the closest abscissas from the left and right to

the singularity y, provided those abscissas are not too close to y, in the sense of

(2.4B) in [8].

Definition 2.1. We shall say da(x) is bounded above and below near y if there

exist positive constants m and M such that

a(x7) - a(x,)(2.2) m <    v  2' _   v  i; < M
X2       JCj

for all xx, x2 in a neighborhood of y.

The usual symbols 0,o,~,= will be used to compare sequences and functions.

For example, if (c„), (dn) are sequences of real numbers,

c„ = 0(d„)** limsup|c„/6?„| < 00,
«-> oc

cn = o(d„)** lim c„/d„ = 0,
n—* cc

C„ = dn *»    lim   C„/d„= 1.
n—* oc
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c„ ~ dn <=> Kx < cn/dn < K2 for all large enough «, where Kl and K2 are positive

constants.

Definition 2.2. Let J^be a real interval.

(i) R(J) denotes the class of functions/(x) such that both/and |/| are (possibly

improperly) Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect to da(x) over./.

(ii) If ./is bounded and closed and if / is a nonnegative integer, C'[./] denotes the

class of functions whose /th derivative is continuous in J with norm ||/|| =

max{|/(x)|: x e./}.

(iii) If </is bounded and closed and/ e C\J\ = C°[./], the modulus of continuity

of/in ./is

uf(-f; e) = msx{\f(xl) -/(x2)|: \xx - x2\ < e, xx, x2 e./}    for any e > 0.

We say / e Lip(0) in J where 0 < 6 < 1 if uf{J; e) = 0(ee), and we say / e

Lip(0; t)) in J where 0 > 0 and tj is real if wf(J; e) = 0(e"|log £|",)).

Definition 2.3. Let ./be a real interval. Let & be a positive integer. We shall say/:

./->• R is /c-absolutely monotone in ./(/c-completely monotone in./) if/e /?(*/)

and if

(2.3) /<;>(*) >0,       xe/,j = 0,l,2,...,t

((-I)V^(jc) > 0,xeSJ = 0,1,2,...,*).

If / is /¿-absolutely monotone in ./(/c-completely monotone in J) for all positive

integers k, we shall say/is absolutely monotone in ./(completely monotone in J).

3. Basic Lemmas. The Markov-Stieltjes inequality that we need depends on the

following fundamental lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Let f be (m + \)-absolutely monotone in (a, £] with strict inequality

holding in (2.3). Let P(x) be a polynomial of degree at most m. Let

mx = total multiplicity of zeros off - P in (a, £],

m2 = total multiplicity of zeros of P in [|, oo).

Then mx + m2 < m + 1.

Proof. Freud [6, Lemma 1.5.3] gives a proof for a = -oo. By substituting a for -oo

throughout his proof, we see the more general form above is true.   D

Both the statement and proof of the generalized Markov-Stieltjes inequality below

are essentially contained in Freud [6, pp. 32-33], but we restate and reprove it,

because it is difficult to recognize from [6] the form of the inequality below.

Lemma 3.2. Let f(x) be (2« — \)-absolutely monotone in (a, xnk) some « > 1,

1 ^ k < «. Then

(i)
k-l x

E Kjf(xnJ)< Í "kf(x)da(x).
7-1 a

(ii) If in addition f(x) is (2« - \)-absolutely monotone in (a, xnk], then

ÎKjf(xnj)>f"kf(x)da(x).
7 = 1 J"
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Proof, (i) Define a polynomialp(x) of degree < 2« - 2 by the 2« - 1 interpola-

tion conditions

(3-lA) p(xnj)=[f{X^    '"-1'2"-*-1'
v       ' yy  '"'     \0, j = k,k + 1,...,«.

p.«)        A*.,)-lnx"j)' y_w.*-1'
V       ; KV  "7;     \0, / = * + l,k + 2,...,«.

We shall assume initially that strict inequality holds in (2.3). Let | e (xnk_v xnk).

Then, by (3.1A.B), f — p has Wj > 2& - 2 zeros in (a, £] and /? has m2 > 2« - 2A;

+ 1 zeros in [£, oo) . Thus ml + m2 ^ 2« - 1 = deg(/>) + 1. By Lemma 3.1, we

have m1 + m2 < 2« - 1. Thus mx = 2k - 2 and m2 = 2« - 2/c + 1, and the only

zeros of/ — p and/7 in (a, £] and [£, oo) , respectively, are already listed in (3.1A,B).

As all zeros of / - p in (a, £] are double zeros, it follows that/ - p does not change

sign in (a, |] for any £ < xn/t and hence/- p does not change sign in (a, xnk). As

p(xnk) = 0, we deduce

(3.2) f(x)>p(x),       xe(a,xnk).

Next, as £ > xnit_i was arbitrary, it follows that p(x) has 2« - 2k + 1 zeros in

(xn,yt-i> °°)> tnese being listed in (3.1A,B). Since p(xnk_l) = f(xn A_x) > 0 and as

p(x) has a simple zero at xnk and double zeros at x„¡, j = k + l,k + 2,...,n, it

follows thatp(x) changes sign at xnk and

(3.3) 0>p{x),       xe[xHk,co).

Then by (2.1), (3.2) and (3.3), and by (3.1A),

I    f(x)da(x)>f   p(x)da(x)=  rj\njp(xnj)= 2_lXnjf(x„j).
-°° "^ 7-1 7-1

Finally, if strict inequality does not hold in (2.3), fe(x) = f(x) + eex satisfies (2.3)

with strict inequality for any e > 0. Applying the above inequality to fe and letting

e -* 0 + , we obtain the more general inequality,

(ii) is similar: One defines a polynomial P(x) of degree < 2« - 2 by

(/(*„,),    ; = l,2,...,fc,

0, j = k + l,k + 2,...,n,
P(*nj) -

v "7       \0, ; = *+l,* + 2,...,n,

and uses Lemma 3.1 to deduce

f(x)^P(x),       x<=(a,x„k],

0 < P(x),       xg [x„k,co).   D

For (2« - Incompletely monotone functions, there is the following corollary:

Lemma 3.3. Let f(x) be (2« - \)-completely monotone in (xnk, b) some « > 1,

1 < k «s n. Then

(i)

E   Kjf(xnj)^fbf(x)da(x).
j = k + l xnk
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(ii) //, in addition, f(x) is (2« — \)-completely monotone in [xnk, b) , then

ÍKjf(Xnj)>fbf(x)da(x).
j = k xnk

Proof, (i) Make the change of variable x -» -x and let dß(x) = -da(-x), so that

ß(x) = a(b) - a(-x), x g (-b, -a). We denote the orthonormal polynomials, zeros

and Christoffel numbers for dß(x) respectively by pn, xnj and \nj. It is easy to see

Pn(x) = (-l)"pn(-x), n = 1,2,..., and so xnj = -xn„_J+l; Xnj = *„,„_,+,, ; =

1,2,...,«; « = 1,2,_Let g(x) = f(-x). We seeg(x) is (2« - l)-absolutely mono-

tone in (-b, -x„k) = (-b, xn„_k + l). Then Lemma 3.2(i) yields

"HKJg(xnj)^(i""^g(x)dß(x)
j-l J-b

=*    E   Kjf(x„j)< /   f(x)da(x).
J = k + 1 Xnk

(ii) follows similarly from Lemma 3.2(h).   D

The following lemma on the asymptotic behavior of weights and abscissas will be

useful in the sequel.

Lemma 3.4. Let (a, b) be bounded and assume da(x) is bounded above and below

near y g (a, b). Then there exist positive constants q, c2, c3, c4 and a neighborhood J1

of y such that for all n andj,

(3-4) (i)   x„j e J?^> ci/n ^ xnj+l - xnJ < c2/n,

(ii)   x„j <eJ^> c3/« <s \nJ ^ cjn,

(iii)   cx/(2n)^ vasxx{y - xl(n),xr(n)-y) < c2/n.

Proof, (i) This is Theorem III.5.1 in Freud [6] with a linear transformation of

(a, b) onto (-1,1).
(ii) By the classical Markov-Stieltjes inequality

A„7</V' + '¿a(x)
xn.j-\

(Szegö [18, p. 50] or Freud [6, p. 29]). Further as da(x) is bounded below near v%

Theorem II.2.4 in Freud [6] shows that, for large «, there are as many xnj near^ as

we like. We deduce from (2.2) and (3.4) that, for all xnj in a neighborhood Joiy,

\nj < M(xnJ+1 - x„ /W) < 2Mc2/« = c4/n.

Next by Theorem 1.4.1 in Freud [6], and by (2.2),

\nj = inf{|°V(x) da(x): deg(/>) < « - 1 and/>(x„7) - l)

^ m inîl fy + fiP2(x)dx:àeg(P) < n - 1 màP(xnj) = l],

where (y — 8, y + 8) is a suitable neighborhood of y. Now consider the transforma-

tion u = -1 + (x - (y - 8))/8 which maps x g [y - 8, y + 8] onto u g [-1,1].

Each polynomial P(x) of degree < » — 1 satisfying P(xnj) = 1 corresponds to a

polynomial P*(u) of degree < « - 1 in u satisfying P*(un ) = 1 where unj = u(xnJ).
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Then

\„j> (m8)mfljl (P*(u))2 du: deg(?*) < « - I and P*(unj) = l]

= (m8)Xn(du; unj),

using Freud's notation for the Christoffel function of the weight du over [-1,1]. By

Theorem V.6.8 in Freud [6], for the weight ot'(x) = 1 in [-1,1],

Xn(du; u„j) = 7r(l - u2nj)    /« + o(l/«),

where if xnj is restricted to some closed subinterval of (y - 8, y + 8), then unj lies

in some closed subinterval of (-1,1) and so the o(\/n) term is uniform in such xnj

by the theorem. This yields \nj > c3/« for all «, j such that xnj lies in some

neighborhood of J.

(iii) Now max{>> - x,(n), xr(n) -y) > (xr(n) - x/(„,)/2 and for large «, xr(n) =

xHn) + i and x/(n) both lie in the neighborhood J of y. Hence (xr(n) - x/(n)) > cx/n.

Similarly

max{y~ xl(n),xr(n)-y} < (xr(n) - xl(n)) < c2/rt.   G

4. Interior Singularities, Part 1. In this section, we investigate the asymptotic

behavior of En[f] where/(x) = |x - _y|~s or -log|x - y\. First, however, we estab-

lish our basic error estimate which may be applied to functions with a singularity on

either one, or both sides of y.

Lemma 4.1. Let f(x) be (2« - \)-absolutely monotone in (a, y) and (2« - 1)-

completely monotone in (y, b). Then

(i)

(4.1) f'in)f(x) da(x) < £„**[/] < f ""VW da(x).
xl(n) xl(n)-\

(ü)Ify * xc(n),

(4.2) f™f(x) dot(x) -    £   \njf(xnJ) <£„[/]< f ""/(x) da(x).
xl(n) j=l(n) Xl(n)

(iii) If j is the integer such that] g {/(«), r(«)} \ {c(«)}, i«e«

(4.3) £*[/] = £**[/]- Kjf(x„j).

(iv)Ify = xc(n),

(4.4) 0 <£„*[/] <frMf(x)da(x).
xl(n)-l

Proof, (i) By Lemma 3.2(i) and 3.3(i), respectively, we have

/(«)-!

E a„,/(^)</"7(*)¿«(*),
7 = 1

n

E     Kjf(**j)*f    f(x)da(x).
j = r(n) + l xr{n)
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Adding, we obtain

ir[f]<nf]-frMf(x)da(x),
xUn)

from which the lower bound in (4.1) follows. Similarly, Lemma 3.2(h) and 3.3(h)

yield

l(n)-\ x

E   Kjf(x„j)> ( ' )lf(x)da(x),
7 = 1

" h

E     *njf{x„j)>\       f(x)da(x).
j = r(n) + l xr{n)+\

Adding, we obtain

xlln)-\

and the upper bound in (4.1) follows,

(ii) Since y ¥= x((n), we have x/(n) < y < xr(n) and Lemmas 3.2(h) and 3.3(h) yield

/(«) x

LKjf(x„j)> f'Unf(x)da(x),
7-1 "

i
E   Kjf(xnJ)>]    f(x)da(x)

xn n >

~I„[f)>nf]~fF<°)f(x)da(x),

j = r(n)

which yields the upper bound in (4.2). The lower bound follows from the identity

En[f] = E**[f\-    E   Kjf(xnJ)
7-'(«)

and the lower bound for £**[/] in (4.1).

(iii) follows immediately from the definition of E* and E**.

(iv) Since y = x((n), we have y = xl{n), and by Lemmas 3.2(i), (ii), 3.3(i), (ii)

f'M-if(x)da(x) <    £ \„Jf(x„l)^f'U,,f(x)da(x),
Ja /=1 Ja

f f(x)da(x)<   t   Kjf(x„j)<f f(x)dcc(x).
xr(n) j = r(n) xl(n)

Adding, we obtain (4.4).   D

Lemma 4.2. Let y, c,¿e (a, b),y ¥= dandz = (y - c)/(y - d).

(i) Let f(x) be monotone increasing and positive in (a, y) and let c, d g (a, y).

Then

(4.5) (1/z + l)"1 *s ffiu) du/ff(u) du < (z + 1).
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(ii) Let f(x) be monotone decreasing and positive in (y,b) and let c, d ^ (y, b).

Then

(1/z + l)"1 ̂ ff(u) du/fJf(u) du<(z + 1).

Proof, (i) We first prove the second inequality in (4.5). If z < 1, that is, if d is not

closer to y than c, this inequality is trivial. So assume z > 1, and let k be the largest

integer < z. We can then partition the interval [c, y] into k + 1 intervals [cy, c,+1],

/ = 0,1,2,...,k, wherec0 = c, ck+l = y and c,+1 - c¡ — y — d,j = 1,2,...,*. Then

each interval [c¡, c,+1] has length at most y - d. Further, as f(x) is increasing in

(a, y), we see

/"/(") ¿« = E   (''/(") du^(k + 1) /"'/(") ¿w < (* + 1) /"'Vi«) <*<•
•'c / = 0 yO ^ ^

By symmetry of c, c/, we obtain also

/7(h) ¿" < (1A + 1)/V(«) ¿"

and (4.5) follows,

(ii) is similar.   D

We can now prove a general theorem for "2-sided" singularities:

Theorem 4.3. Let (a, b) be a finite interval and y g (a, b). Let da(x) be bounded

above and below near y. Let f(x) be absolutely monotone in (a, y), completely

monotone in (y, b) and let f(y) = 0. Further assume f(x) grows at roughly the same

rate on both sides of y as x -* y, that is

(4.6) f(y - u) ~ f(y + u)   as u -» 0 + .

Let ju„ = //_ 1/n/(x) dx, n = 1,2,3,.... Then

(i) £„**[/] ~M„,

(ii) £„*[/] = 000,
(iii) £„[/] = 0(m„) - Ac(„)/(*c(„))

andXc(n)~ n~\

Proof. The condition (4.6) entails that for some positive constants c5, c6, e,

(4.7) c5 </(.y-«)//(J + «)<c6   allMG(0,e).

(i) By (2.2) and (4.1), for large «,

£**[/] < MÍ/''     /(x) dx + f™ '/(x) ¿x
"•   XU n) -1 .>'

<m([(^-x/(„)_1)« + 1]/V      /(x)rfx

+ [(xr{n)+i-y)n + l\y      "f(x)dx

(by Lemma 4.2(i), (ii))

<S M{[2c, + 1] +[2c2 + l]/c5} /■'      /(x)i/x,
'.V-l/ll

by Lemma 3.4(i), (iii) and by (4.7).
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Further, by (2.2) and (4.1), for large «,

£„**[/] >m\\   f(x)dx + f'i'"f(x)dx

> m\\((y - xKn))n)~l + l]'1 ['      f(x)dx
\L Jy - \/n

by Lemma 4.2(i), (ii). Here if y — x,,ns, the first term in the ( } may be interpreted

as 0. From Lemma 3.4(iii) and from (4.7) we deduce

E:*[f]>m[2/c1 + l]-1rxm{l,l/c6}f     f(x)dx.

Thus we have shown

(4.8) K.minih l/c6} < £**[/]/>„ < K2(\ + l/c5),

where Kx, K2 are independent of « and/as M, m,cl,c2 are and where c5, c6 depend

on /(as in (4.7)), but are independent of «. This establishes (i).

(ii) By (4.3) and (i) above, we deduce

£„*[/] = o(m„) - Kjf(xnJ),

where/ =/(«) g {/(«), r(«)}\{c(«)}. By Lemma 3.4(iii), \xnj - y\ > q/(2«). By

monotonicity of/, if xnJ < y, we see

f(xnJ)*f(y - c,/(2«)) « (2n/cl)f f(x) dx
Jy-cl/(2n)

<(2«/c1)(c1/2 + l)/"      f(x)dx

by Lemma 4.2(i). Then by Lemma 3.4(h), for large «,

Kjf(xnj) < (2c4/c1)(c1/2 + 1)m„,

and so £*[/] = 0(jtt„). Similarly if x„y > y.

(hi) follows from the identity

En[f] = E:[f]-Xcin)f(xc(n))

and from Lemma 3.4(h) which shows \t(n) ~ n'1.   D

Thus the rate of convergence to 0 of the error in Gaussian quadrature, where the

singularity is avoided using /* or /**, is determined by the asymptotic behavior of

jti„. As a first corollary, we have:

Corollary 4.4. Let (a, b) be a finite interval and y g (a, b). Let

\x-y\-s,    x^(a,b)\{y),
fix)

,0, x=y,

where 0 < 8 < 1. Assume da(x) is bounded above and below near y. Then

(i)E:*[f]~n~1+s.

(ii) £„*[/] = Oí«"1+s),

and there exists 80 G (0,1) such that, whenever 8 G (80,1), we have

(4.9) £„*[/] ~«"1+s.
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(hi) For those positive integers nfor which y ¥= xc,n),

,     A, En[f} = -Xc(n)\xc(n)-y\-s + 0(n-^s)

(4.10)
= 0(«-1|x£.(„)->'|-s),

where Xc(n) ~ n~l.

Proof. First note that f(y - u) = f(y + u) = \u\'s, and so (4.7) holds with

c5 = c6 = 1. Further/is absolutely monotone in [a, y) and completely monotone in

(j>, b], while

M«=/
/(x)i/x = «-1+V(l-5).

F-l/n

(i) By (4.8), as c5 = c6 = 1,

(4.11) ^/(l - Ô) < £r[/]/«"1 + 5 < 2/v2/(l - 8),

where /Yx and K2 are positive constants independent of /and «..

(ii) The first part follows from Theorem 4.3(h). To prove (4.9), we use (4.3). If

j g {/(«), r(n)} \{c(n)}, Lemma 3.4(h), (hi) yield

Kj\xnj-y\-6 « (c4/«)(Cl/(2«))"S < K3n~l+S,

where K3 = c4 max(l, 2/q} is independent of « and S. Then by (4.3) and (4.11),

[Kx/(\ - Ô) -K3) < £*{/]/«-1+s < 2JTj/(l - 5),

and for ô close enough to 1, say for 8 e (80,1), the term in { } is positive as Kx and

K3 are independent of 8.

(hi) The first part follows from Theorem 4.3(iii). To show (4.10), it suffices to

show ns = 0(\xc(n) - y\~s), but this follows from Lemma 3.4(iii) which shows

\xc{n)-y\^ci/n-   °

Next, we have a corollary for logarithmic singularities.

Corollary 4.5. Let (a, b) be a finite interval and y g (a, b). Let

-loglx-jl,    x&(a,b)\{y),
fix)- .

10, x=y.

Assume da(x) is bounded above and below near y. Then

(i) £„**[/] ~n~l log«,

(ii) £„•[/] = Oí«"1 log«),

(hi) For those positive integers nfor which y ¥= xc(n),

E„[f] = -A^jlogl*^ -y\ + O(n-Hogn)

= o(«-1log|xf(„)->'|),

where Xc0¡) ~ n"1.

Proof. Let i/ be a positive constant chosen so that g(x) = f(x) + d, x g (a, 6), is

nonnegative in (a, b). We see g is absolutely monotone in (a, y) and completely

monotone in (y, b). Further En[d] = 0 and, using Lemma 3.4(h), we see E**[d] and

E*[d] are 0(n~x). By applying Theorem 4.3 to g and using the linearity of

En, E*, E**, we obtain the result as before.   D

As a final corollary, we have the following analogue of Theorem 2 in Rabinowitz

[13], for the case where^ = cos(irp/q) withp/q a rational number.
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Corollary 4.6. Let (a, b) = (-1,1) and da(x) be a Jacobi weight given by

a'(x) = (1 - x)"(l + x)^, x G (-1,1), where ß, v = ±1/2. Let y = cos(-np/q\

where p/q is a rational number in (0,1).

(i)//

|x-^|-s,     XG(-1,1)\{>;},
fix)

\0, x = y,

where0 < 8 < \,thenEn\f\= 0(«"1+s).

in) If

f<x)=(-^\x-yV    *e(-l,l)\{j},

\0, x=y,

thenEn[f] = 0(n~l\ogn).

Proof. When y = xc(n), we have f(xc(n)) = 0 and  so £„[/] = £*[/].  When

T7 ̂  *c(m)> we have

£„[/] = 3?[/]-w(W'
where Ac(n) ~ «_1. It is then evident that both (i) and (h) follow from Corollaries 4.4

and 4.5 provided we can show that there is a positive constant c7 independent of «

such that \y - xc(n)\ > c1/n if y ¥= xc(n). Now for Jacobi weights of the above form,

the abscissas xnJ are known explicitly (Szegö [18, p. 124, (6.3.5)]). From those

explicit formulae, we may write xc(n) = cos(A:77/(2« + /)), where k is an integer

depending only on « and where / = 0 or / = 1. We have of course k/(2n + i) -» p/q

as « -* oo. Then, for large « such that>' + xi(n),

\y

k      p
> sin(77^/^)

2« +/      q\

> sm(tTp/q)/((2n + l)q) > c7/«,

where c7 = sin(w/^/^)/(4^r) and we have used the fact that \kq - p(2n + i)\ > 1,

being a nonzero integer.   D

Lemma 4.1 was stated and proved for finite or infinite intervals. Much as above,

one can show that for the Laguerre weights, a'(x) = x"e~x, £**[|x - y\'s] ~ n~l+s

and for the Hermite weight, a'(x) = e~x, £**[|x -^|_s] ~ «_<1 S)/2. Similar re-

sults are possible for weights on the infinite interval studied by Freud in the 1970's.

The method of Lemma 4.1 may also be applied to functions which are "piecewise"

completely monotone or absolutely monotone in (a, b) and to functions with more

than one singularity or with one-sided singularities.

5. Interior Singularities, Part 2. We now prove results of a different character to

those of Section 4. For example, we show that, for almost all choices of y,

e«[\x -y\-s] = o(«-1+28(iog«)s(iogiog«r8),

where e > 1 and that this result is substantially the best possible. This is the

analogue of Theorem 3 in Rabinowitz [13].
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Theorem 5.1. (i) Assume da(x) is bounded above and below near each y interior to

the finite interval (a, b). Then, given e > 1, there is a set Se in (a, b) of linear Lebesgue

measure zero with the following property:

(5.1) En[\x-y\-s] = o(«-1+28(log«)6(loglog«r8)

for allO < 8 < 1, whenever y Í Sc.

Hence if 8 < 1/2, £„[|x - y\~s] -* 0 as « -* oo for almost ally g (a, b).

(ii) Assume (a, ¿>) = (—1,1) and da(x) is a Jacobi weight given by a'(x) =

(1 - x)"(l + x)ß, x G (-1,1) where ß, v = ± 1/2. Then there is a set Sin (-1,1) of

linear Lebesgue measure zero with the following property:

-£„[|x-jra]>c«-1 + 2Ä(log«)>glog«)S

for infinitely many integers « and for all 0 < 8 < 1, whenever y £ ê. Here c is a

positive constant independent of n,y and 8.

Hence if 8 > 1/2, £„[|x - y\~s] ■+> 0 as n -* oo for almost ally G (-1,1).

Proof, (i) Fix e > 1. Let p„ = «"2(log«)"1(loglog«)"F for all large enough in-

tegers «, and let
n

Sn=   U   ix„k~ Pn>Xnk + Pn)
¿ = 1

for all such integers «. Further let

Sc = {x g (a, b): x G Jn for infinitely many «}.

Note that Jn has linear measure at most 2«p„. Since E„2«pn < oo, Lemma 1 in

Sprindzuk [17, p. 2] ensures that êt has linear measure zero. Further, if y £ <fE, we see

\xC(n) ~y\> Pn for all large «, and by (4.10), E„[\x - y\~s] = Ot«"^8) from which

(5.1) follows.

(ii) The proof is based on the fact that, for the given Jacobi weights, the zeros xnj

are known explicitly (Szegö [18,p. 124, (6.3.5)]). Suppose,for example, v = ß = -1/2.

Then taking account of Szegö's different ordering of the zeros,

x„„_7+1 =cos(0'- 1/2)*/»).      /= 1,2,...,«.

Now writing^ = cos(07T ) where 6 g (0,1), we see

\y - *„,n-y+il = |cos(<M - cos((./ - 1/2)»/«)I < »I« ~(2j - 1)/(2«)|.

By Theorem 4 in Sprindzuk [17, p. 11] with

P(k) = 2k   and   Am = w_1(log»i)~ (loglogm)" ,

all large enough m, we see that, for almost all 6 g (0,1),

|0-(2y-l)/(2«)|<A„/(2«),      /=/(«),

for infinitely many «. It follows that, for almost ally g [-1,1],

\y - xc(n)\ < »/r^lognr'Ooglog«)"1

for infinitely many «. Applying Corollary 4.4(hi) and Lemma 3.4(h),

-£„[|x - y\-*\ = Xc{n)\xcin)-y\-s + 0(«"1+s)

^(c3/2)«-1 + 2S(log«)S(loglog«)Ä

for infinitely many n and for almost all y g [-1,1].   D
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Note that any Jacobi weight da(x) is bounded above and below near each

y G (-1,1). Further note that (loglog «)eS in (5.1) may be replaced by (loglog n)s ■

(log log log n)eS and so on. Similar remarks apply to part (ii) of the above theorem.

The proof of the following result is similar to that of Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.2. Assume da(x) is bounded above and below near each y interior to the

finite interval (a, b). Then there is a set S of linear Lebesgue measure zero ( even further

of Hausdorff dimension zero) such that £„[-log|x - y\] = 0(«_1log«) whenever

y<£&.

6. Endpoint Singularities. For endpoint singularities, there is no need to omit

abscissas in Gaussian quadrature for singular integrands. Thus we restrict ourselves

to the study of £„[/], and in this section/(x) is usually (1 - x)~s or -log(l - x).

Lemma 6.1. (a) Letf(x) be (2n)-absolutely monotone in (a, b). Then

(6.1)     maxi f" fix) dct(x) - A„„/(x„„),o} < £„[/]</*/(*) da(x).
xnn xnn

(b) Letf(x) be (2n)-completely monotone in (a, b). Then

rxn\

(6.2)    maxjjf '"/(*) da(x) - Anl/(xnl),o} <£„[/]< /' 7(*) da(x).

Proof, (a) By Lemmas 3.2(i) and (ii),

«-i

E Kjfix„j) < [ ""f(x) da(x) < ¿ Kjfixnj)
7=1 a 7-1

/„[/] - Knfix„n) < /[/] ~ f" fix) da(x) < /„[/],

and (6.1) follows if we can show also /[/] > /„[/]. This follows either from Lemma

III.1.5 in Freud [6] or Problem 9 in Szegö [18, p. 375].

(b) is similar.   D

Unfortunately, the behavior of Xnn, b - xn„, xnn - xn n_l, and so on, have not

been thoroughly investigated for general weights and there seems to be no analogue

of Lemma 3.4. Thus we are not able to prove results as general as those in Sections 4

and 5, but can prove results for weights comparable to a Jacobi weight.

Lemma 6.2. Let (a, b) be a finite interval. Let a*: (a, b) -* R be a monotone

increasing, right continuous function. Assume there exist positive constants m and M

such that

.     . a(x->) - a(x,)

for all xx, x2 in (a, b). Let x*n denote the largest zero of the nth orthogonal polynomial

for da*. Then

m_ < b - xnn < M

M ^ b — x*„ "*" m '

Proof. Now x*n = max{/a*x£(x) da*(x)/¡¡¡P(x) da*(x)}, the maximum being

taken over all polynomials P(x) of degree < 2« - 2 that are nonnegative and not
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identically zero in (a,b). See Theorem 7.72.1 in Szegö [18] for one case of this

well-known result. The analogous formula holds for x„„ with da replacing da*. Then

b - x*„ = min/yV - x)P(x) da*(x) /fp(x) da*(x)\

> mini j\b - x)P(x)mda(x)/ jhP(x)Mda(x)\

= (m/M)(b - xnn),

in each case the minimum being taken over all polynomials P(x) satisfying the

previously mentioned conditions. Further we have used (6.3). Similarly we obtain

b-x*n^(M/m)(b-xnn).   D

We can now prove

Theorem 6.3. Let (a, b) = (-1,1). Assume a(x) is absolutely continuous in (-1,1)

and that, for some positive m, M and some v, ß > -\,we have

(6.4) m < a'(x)/(a*)'(x) < M,       x g (-1,1),

where (a*)'(x) = (1 - x)"(l + x)^ is a Jacobi weight. Then

(a) £„[(1 - x)~s] = 0(«-2"-2+2S) ifv - 8 > -1 and 8 > 0. Further if v < -1/2,

there exists positive tj such that

£„[(1 -xT8] - «"2"-2+28   whenever 5 g (1 + v - tj,1 + v).

(b)£„[-log(l - x)] = 0(«-2*-2log«).

Proof. Note first that if x*„_/+1 is the (n - I + l)th zero of the orthogonal

polynomial of degree « for da*, Theorem 8.1.2 in Szegö [18] shows

lim « arccos(x*„_/+ l)=j,„
n—*tx)

where jh is the /th positive zero of J„(x), the Bessel function of the first kind of order

v. As usual, we have taken account of Szegö's different ordering of the zeros. We

deduce from the Maclaurin series for cos x that

(6.5) hm «2(1 - <„_/+1) =jl/2,   if/is fixed.
n —* oc

Then, by (6.4), (6.5) and Lemma 6.2,

(6-6)        (tm)û + o(1) < "2(1 - *■•> * (ñ)ú+ o(1)-

Further by (6.4), by Theorem 1.4.2 in Freud [6] and by Problem 10 in Freud [6,

p. 132], we see

(6.7) A„„ < c8«-2"-2   provided v < -1/2,

where c8 is independent of «.

(a) By (6.1), (6.4) and (6.6),

0 < £„[(1 - x)-S] < 2"»lM(l + v - 8)\\ - xnn)x^-" = 0(«-2"-2+2S).

If v < -1/2, then (6.1), (6.4), (6.6) and (6.7) yield

£„[(1 - x)"8] > (m/2)(l + v - 8\\\ - xj^* - c8«-2'-2(l - xnn\*

m_    .   L   mjl\ (     2M\ ^   m
;-FTmin LtXT    ~c8maxl.~T    + °(1)^  „-2K-2 + 2S

2(1 + *-«)       l'2A//       »        i'^-2
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and the constant in [ ] is positive for 8 close to 1 + v, since c8, m and M are

independent of 8.   D

(b) is similar to the first part of (a).

For Jacobi weights, we obtain the following more precise result.

Theorem 6.4. Let (a, b) = (-1,1) and a'(x) = (1 - x)"(l + x)ß, x g (-1,1),

where v, ß > -1. Let Jp(z) be the Bessel function of the first kind of order v andjlv be

its first positive zero.

(a) Let 0 < 8 < 1 + v. Let

sn = 2-ß(jl/2)-l-'+V^-2S(l + v - 8)E\(\ - x)"8].

Then

(6.8) max{0,l - cl(v)(\ + v — 8)) < liminfs,, < limsupi„ < 1,
"-*00 n->oo

where

(6-9) c0(p) = 2/ijlvJ:Ulr)).

(b) Let

tn = 2-'-10¿/2)"1"V'+2(log«r1(l + ,)£„[-log(l - x)\.

Then

(6.10) max{0,l - c2(v)(l + v)) < liminfi„ < lim sup t„ < 1.

Proof, (a) Now

(6.11) Í1 (1 - x)-Sda(x) = 2"(1 - xBn)1+'-8/(l + r - «)

S2^(7lV(2«2))1 + ̂ /(l + "-S),

by (6.5). Further (15.3.11) in Szegö [18, p. 350] shows that

(6.12) A„„(l - x„„rs - r+ß+1(jly/2)2"{j;ijlP)Y2n-^(jl/(2n2)Y8.

Then (6.8) follows easily from (6.1), (6.11), (6.12) and (6.9).

(b) is similar.   D

By computing c0(v) from tables, one observes that the lower bound in (6.8) is

positive only for 8 close to 1 + v. Further,the lower bound in (6.10) seems to be zero

for all nonnegative v, but it is not clear what happens as v -» -1.

In exactly the same way as above one can investigate singularities at the left

endpoint of the interval of integration. Further, as Lemma 6.1 was valid for infinite,

as well as finite intervals, one can use it to investigate £n[x"s], for example, for the

Laguerre weights on (0, oo).

7. Interior Singularities for More General Functions. We now extend the results of

Sections 4 and 5 to the function /(x) = §(x)g(x), where g(x) is smooth and

<í>(x) = |x - y\~s or <t>(x) = -log|x - y\. Throughout, without further mention, we

assume (a, b) is a finite interval and^ G (a, b).
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Lemma 7.1. Let <#>(x) e R(a, b) be continuous in (a, b)/{y) and (y - x)<¡>(x) g

C[a, b]. Let g e C[a, i], and let k be a nonnegative integer such that g(k\y) exists.

Forj = 1,2,. ..,k + I,let

(7.1)        hj(x) = 4>(x)
- gU)(y)

six) - L ^-ix - y)'
/ = 0

x g [a, b].

Then

(a)

* °(l)iy)

EMg] = En[<p]g(y) + E Sr1^* -y)'A + £«["*+i]
/=i

providedy # xc(n).

(b)

A *(/)(>)
(7.2)      £,f[<i>g] = £„*[<i>]g(>>) + I ^-7^£„[(x - ,)'*] + 2U** + i]

"^Ac(n)«1(xc(n)).

(c)

e:*\h] = ¿rí*]*^) + E ¿^£„[(x - j)'<í»] + En[hk+1]
i=i   '•

r(n)

+ E KjhiixnJ)-
7-/(1)

£roo/. (a) follows immediately from the definition of «t+l.

(b) From the definition of £*, £„ and hk+l, we see

¿n*[<i>g] = E*[^]g(y) + E *^$,[(* - y)%\ + £„[«*+l]
/=i

+ AAn)

JL   g<'>( v) /
E   -7i-(*«»)  "lO   *(*«»))   +  «* + l(*c(„))
/=l

which reduces to (7.2) since

h)(x)=Í^j^-(x-y)%(x) + hk + l(x).
i=i

(c) is similar to (b).   D

Next we need an error estimate for Gaussian quadrature of functions whose

derivatives (except at y) eventually obey the sign patterns of derivatives of absolutely

monotone or completely monotone functions.

Lemma 7.2. Assume da(x) is bounded above and below near y. Assume \p G C[a, b]

is infinitely differentiable in (a, b)\ {y} and that there exist positive integers p, q and

N such that \p G C^-1^, b] and such that, forj > N,

(-l)Pi(-J)(x)^0   for allxG (a, y),

(-l)«+J\PU)(x) 5* 0   forallxe(y,b).

ThenE„[\p] = 0(«_,i) where u = max{l, # - 1).
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In particular, we may choose ^i(x) = (x — y)N\x — y\'s (0 < 8 < 1) or \p(x)

-(x - y)N log|x - y\for all positive integers N.

Proof. Let

1,     a < x <_y,

X(x)      \0,    y^x^b.

Let £(x) = EfJo fyi* - a)V/' "with è0, felt.. .,bN_l chosen so large that

{(-l)^(x) + P(x)}U) > 0,       x g (a, y),j = 0,1,2,...,7V - 1.

Let/j(x) = xix){(-l)p^(x) + P(x)}, x g (a, b). We see both \P(x) and/^x) are

absolutely monotone in (a, y) and (trivially) completely monotone in (y, b). Then

by Lemma 4.1(i),

i^;*[x*]i = \Er\ih - x^k-i)']i < ErUi] + e:*[xp]

<Jl     fx(x) da(x) + Ç     P(x)da(x)
xl{«)-\ xl(ii) -1

< (||*|| + 2||P||)M(j - x,^)

(by (2.2) and where the norms are over [a, b])

^2Mc2(U\\ + 2\\P\\)/n = 0(n^),

by Lemma 3.4(i), (hi). Similarly |£,f*[(l - x)*]| = 0(n~l) and hence E**[^] =

0(n~l). Finally

r(n)

En[*] = Er[*]-   E   An7/(xnj) = 0(«^1)-0(«-1)||^|| = 0(«-1),
7=/(i)

by Lemma 3.4(h).

Next, standard estimation [2, p. 257] yields

\E„[t]\ ^ Í2(hda(x)\    min   ||* - P\\ = o(n~N+l),
\   Ja I deg(P)^n

by Jackson's Theorem (Rivlin [16, Theorem 1.5]) since \j/ g CN~l[a, b].

If, for example, i>(x) = (x - y)N\x - y\~s, we see iplJ)(x) > 0, x G (a, y), j =

N,N+l,N + 2,...,(-l)N+J^j)(x)> 0,xG (y,b),j = N,N+ 1,7V +2,....    D

Next we need a lemma on the Lipschitz class of the functions h1 and «2 given by

(7.1).

Lemma 7.3. Let g g C[a, b] and<$>(x) = |x - y\'s, x <e [a, b]\{y}, where 0 < 8

< 1.

(i) Lei g G Lip(l - ô) in [a, b] and g g Lip(l) near y. Let hr be given by (7.1).

Then hx G Lip(l - 8) in [a, b\

(ii) Let 0 < e < 8 and let g G Lip(l - e) in [a, b]. Further let g' exist near y and

g' g Lip(5 - e) neary. Let h2 be given by (7.1). Then h2 g Lip(l - e) in [a, b].

Proof. We first prove (ii). By hypothesis, there exist positive N and tj such that

(7.3) \g(u)-g(v)\^N\u- v]1'1,       a^u,v^b,

(7.4) \g'(u)-g'(v)\^N\u-v\s-e,       y-V^u,v^y + Ti.
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Recall «2(x) = </>(x)[g(x) - g(y) - g'(y)(x - y)]. We shall assume a < u < v < y

and consider three cases:

Case I: a^u<v^y-r¡. Now (f>(w) = <f>(i;) + <|>'(co)(w - v), where to lies be-

tween u and u, so

(7.5)     \h2(u) - h2(v)\

= l*(»)[g(«) -g(o)- g'(y)(u - v)\

+ 4>'(<*)(u - v)[g(u) - g(y) - g'(y)(u - y)]\

<\v -y\-s[N\u - vi1'* + \g'(y)\\u - v\]

+ 8\v-y\-s-l\v-u\[2\\g\\ + \g'(y)\(b-a)}

(by (7.3))

<\u-v\l-<{V-s[N + \g'(y)\(b-ay}

+ 8r1-s-i(b-ay[2\\g\\ + \g'(y)\(b-a)}}

= K\u-v\l~e.

Case II: y - 17 < u < v < y and y - u > v - u. By (7.5) and differentiability of g

in [y - T), y],

\h2(u) - h2(v)\ = |*(«)[(g'(«i) - g'(^))(« - «)]

+ *'(«)(« -0)[(i'(«2) -g'WK« "/)] I

(where ul lies between « and v and co2 lies between u and>>)

< \v - y\~sN\u - y\s~e\u - v\ + 8\v - ^r8"1!« - o\N\u - y\s~e\u - y\

< N\u - i;|{2s-E|t; - y\~e + 521+s-f|i; - y\~e)

(as|w -y\ « {y - v) + (i> - «) < 2( v- - »))

< 6/V|u- t?!1-'

(as|u -7|>|ií- i;|).

Case III: j>-ij<m<í;<j' andj - t; < 1? — «. For some <o between « and^,

|A2(ii)| = \*iu)(g'(») - g'(y))(u - y)\ < N\u - y\l~'

(by (7.4))

^ 2N\u - v\l~e

(as\y - u\ < \y - v\ + \u - u\ < 2|t» - «|). Similarly |«2(f)| < N\u - ü|1_f, and so

\h2(u)-h2(v)\^3N\u-v\1-e.

From Case I, it follows that h2 g Lip(l - e) in [a, y - tj] and from Cases II, III,

it follows that «2 g Lip(l - e) in [y - r\, y]. Thus «2 g Lip(l - e) in [a, y], and

similarly «2 g Lip(l - e) in [y, b] and so in [a, b]. This completes the proof of (ii).

The proof of (i) is very similar, but easier: one again considers Cases I, II, III as

above and uses

|g(w) - g(v)\ < N\u - v\l~s,       a^u,v^b,

\g(u) - g(v)\ < N\u - v\,       y - tj < u,v *Zy + ij.   ü
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Roughly the above lemma states that if g has "smoothness" r in [a, b] and

"smoothness" r + 8 neary, then hx or h2 has "smoothness" r in [a, b]. Similarly, for

<¡>(x) = -log|x - y\, one can prove

Lemma 7.4. Let g g C[a, b]and<j>(x) = -log|x - y\, x g [a, b]\{y}.

(i) Let g G Lip(l; -1) in [a, b] and g g Lip(l) near y. Let hx be given by (7.1). Then

h1 g Lip(l; -l)in[a, b].

(ii) Let g G Lip(l; -1 + r¡) in [a, b]for some 0 < tj < 1. Further let g' exist near y,

and g' G Lip(0; tj) near y. Let h2 be given by (7.1). Then «2 G Lip(l; -1 + tj) in

[a,b].

We can now prove our main result on avoiding the singularity.

Theorem 7.5. Assume da(x) is bounded above and below near y. Assume g G

C[a,b).

ii) Let fix) = \x - y\'sg(x), x g [a, b]\{y), where0 < 8 < 1.

(a) If g G Lip(l - 8) in [a, b] and g e Lip(l) near y, then

£„**[/] = 0(«"1+s),       £*[/] = 0(«-1+s).

(b) //, further, there exists 0 < e < 8 such that g g Lip(l - e) in [a, b] and

g' G Lip(ô - e) near y, and if g( y) # 0, then

E:*[f]~g(y)n-i+s.

Further £„*[/] ~ g(y)n'1+s if 8 is close enough to 1.

(ii) Let f(x) = (-log|x - y\)g(x), x g [a, b] \ {y}.

(a) If g g Lip(l; -1) in [a, b] and g g Lip(l) near y, then

£**[/] = O(n-Hogn),       £*[/] = 0(n~l\ogn).

(b) //, further, there exists 0 < tj < 1 such that g g Lip(l; -1 + tj) in [a, b] and

g' G Lip(0; tj) near y, and ifg(y) + 0, then

E**[f] ~ giy)n~llogn.

Proof, (i) Let 4>(x) = |x - y\'s, x g [a, b]\ {y}.

(a) By Lemma 7.1(c) with k = 0,

r(n)

E:*[f] = E:*[<t>]giy) + En[h1]+   E   KA(xmJ).
7-/(1)

Here £**[</>] ~ «_1+s by Corollary 4.4(i). Further hx g C[a, b] and A/(n), Ar(n) =

0(«_1) by Lemma 3.4(h). Finally, as hY g Lip(l - 8) in [a, 6], by Lemma 7.3(i),

and by Jackson's Theorem [16, Theorem 1.5, p. 23],

|£B[«i]|<Í2/"*rfa(x))      min      ||«x - 7>|| = 0(«"1+s).

Thus £**[/] = 0(«"1+s). Similarly Lemma 7.1(b) may be used to show £*[/] =
0(«"1+s).

(b) By Lemma 7.1(c) with k = 1,

(7.6) £**[/] = £B**[*]g(7) + g/(^)^,[(jc - ^)*1 + E„[h2]

r(n)

+ E KjhiixnJ)-
7 = /(l)
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By Lemma 7.2 with \¡/(x) = (x - y)<t>(x) = (x - y)\x — y\'s, one sees

E„[(x - y)<¡>] = 0(«_1). Further, by Lemma 7.3(h), «2 g Lip(l - e) in [a, b], and

as usual this implies £„[«2] = 0(n~l+e) = o(n~l+s). Finally, by Lemma 3.4(h), we

see

r(n)

E   An/1(xny) = 0(«-1).
7-/(1)

Thus all terms in the right member of (7.6), other than the first, are o(n~1+s). As

E**[4>] ~ "~1+s, the result follows. Similarly for £*[/].

(h)(a), (b) are similar to (i)(a), (b), respectively.   D

If, for example, g g Cl[a, b] and g' g Lip(Tj) in [a, b] for some tj > 0, then all

the restrictions of Theorem 7.5(i)(b) or (h)(b) on g are satisfied. Thus, under fairly

weak assumptions on the distribution da and on the function g, £„**[/] ~ «~1+Ä.

The conditions on g in Theorem 7.5(i)(b) and (ii)(b) can be weakened without

weakening the result, but the formulation becomes more complicated and is omitted.

The following result analyzes the error when the singularity is ignored.

Theorem 7.6. (i) Assume c/a(x) is bounded above and below near each y interior to

[a, b]. Then, given e > 1, there is a set St in (a, b) of linear Lebesgue measure zero

with the following property: If g g Lip(l) in [a, b], then

£n[|x->rsg]=0(« 1 + 2S(log«)S(loglog«)ES)

for allO < 8 < 1 whenever y í Se.

Hence if 8 < 1/2, £„[|x - y\'sg] -* 0 as « -» oo for almost ally g (a, b).

(ii) Assume (a, b) = (-1,1) and Ja(x) is a Jacobi weight given by a\x) =

(1 - x)"(l + x)ß, x G (-1,1), where ß, v = ± 1/2. Then there is a set Sin (-1,1) of

linear Lebesgue measure zero with the following property: If g G Lip(l) in [a, b], then

\En[\x - y\-sg]\> c\giy)\n-1+2Silogn)Siloglogn)S

for infinitely many integers n and all 0 < 8 < 1 whenever y £ ê. Here c is a positive

constant independent of g,n, y and 8.

Thus, provided the set of zeros of g has linear Lebesgue measure zero, and if

8 > 1/2, £„[|x - y\~eg] -» 0 as n -» oo for almost ally g [a, b].

Proof. By Lemma 7.1(a), with k = 0,

En[\x-y\-'g] = giy)E„[\x -y\-s] + £„[«!],

where h1 is given by (7.1) and <|>(x) = |x - y\~s. Using Lemma 7.3(i), we see

«! g Lip(l - 8) and hence E„[hx] = 0(«"1+i) for all j' g (a, b). The statements (i),

(ii) then follow from Theorem 5.1(i) (h).   D

In a similar fashion, one can use Theorem 5.2 to prove the following result for

ignoring a logarithmic singularity:

Theorem 7.7. Assume daix) is bounded above and below near each y interior to

(a, b). Then there is a set S oflinear Lebesgue measure zero (even further of Hausdorff

dimension zero) with the following property: If g g Lip(l) in [a, b], then

£„[(-log|x -.y|)g] = 0(«_1log«)    whenevery <£S.
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8. Endpoint Singularities for More General Functions. In extending the results of

Section 6 to more general functions, we shall assume throughout that (a, b) = (-1,1)

and that a(x) is absolutely continuous there. Further, we shall assume that da is

comparable to a Jacobi weight, that is, there exist positive m, M and real v, ß > -1

such that

(8.1) m <a'(x)/{(l - x)"(l + x)ß) < M,        xg(-1,1).

Lemma 8.1. Let \p g C[-l, 1] be infinitely differentiable in [-1,1], and assume there

exist positive integers p and N such that

(-\)p^J)(x)> 0,       x g [_i,i),y = N, N + 1,7V + 2,....

Then

EM = oí«-*-1)).

In particular, we can choose ̂ (x) = (1 - x)N~s or\pix) = -(1 - x)N log(l - x).

Proof. By choosing a suitable polynomial P(x) of degree at most N - 1, we can

ensure that f(x) = (-l)p\p(x) + P(x) is absolutely monotone in [-1,1) . Then, by

Lemma 6.1(a), by (8.1), and as En[P] = 0 for large «, we see

\EM\ = En[f)^M2M\\f\\fil-x)rdx

= 0((l-x„J^1) = 0(«-2<-1'),

by (6.6).
Finally if, for example, t//(x) = (1 - x)^-*, we see

(-l)V*+>)(*) > 0,      xe [-1,1),, = 0,1,2,....   D

The above lemma is by no means best possible for integrands of low continuity.

For example, for the Legendre weight, Chawla and Jain [1, Eq. (18), p. 95] proved

£„[(1 - x)"s] = 0(«~4+2i), whereas the above result gives only £„[(1 - x)_s] =

0(«-2). We can now prove our main result for endpoint singularities.

Theorem 8.2. (i) Let 0 < 8 < min{l,l + v}, and let I be the smallest integer

> 2(1 + v — 8). Let g g C'[-l, 1] and assume there exists tj > 0 such that g(l)ix) G

Lip(ô; tj) near 1. Then

£„[(i-xr8g] = o(«-2<i+-s»)-

(ii) Let k be the smallest integer > 2(1 + v). Let g g C*[-l,l] and assume there

exists tj > 1 such that g{k)ix) g Lip(0; tj) near 1. Then

£,,[(log(l-x))g] = 0(«-2<1 + ")log«).

Proof, (i) Let

Gix) = gix)-YJÇ-^ix-l)J,        XG[-1,1).

7=0     J'

We see G e C'[-l, 1]. Further,

-(gm(«)-im<l))(*-l)'//!,
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where u lies between x and 1. Then we deduce that for x close to 1, and for some

positive constant K,

\4>(x)G(x)\ < K\x - l|-s|x - l|/+8|log|x - 1| |-y/!

= 0(|x-l|'|log|x-l||-").

It follows that itj>G)ix) has a zero of order / at x = 1 and further that

|(</>t7)(/)(x)| = 0(|log|x - 1| |-') -+ 0   as* -* 1-.

Hence also (<i>C7)(/)(l) = 0 and <¡>G g C'[-l, 1]. As usual, Jackson's Theorem yields

£„[<¡>G] = o(n-') = o(«-2(1 + "-S))-

Finally, using the definition of G, we see

£,[(1 - XySg] = É ^P-E„[(l - x)J~S] + £„[<i>G]
7=0      ■/"

= 0(n-2(v+x-S)) + 0(«-2<"+1)) + 0(«-2(1 + "-S)),

by Theorem 6.3(a) and Lemma 8.1.

(ii) is similar.   D

If, for example, daix) is the Legendre weight Ja(x) = dx in [-1,1] and 8 = 1/2,

the above result shows £„[(1 - x)'l/2g\ = 0(«_1) provided g g Cx[-1,1] and g' g

Lip(l/2; tj) near x = 1. It seems certain that the restrictions on g above can be

substantially weakened.

Similarly one can discuss singularities at the left endpoint of the interval of

integration. The methods of Sections 6 and 8 may also be applied to integrands with

a singularity at oo and for Laguerre or Hermite weights.

9. Conclusion. In this paper, upper and lower bounds for the error in Gaussian

integration were obtained, using a generalized Markov-Stieltjes inequality. These

estimates lead to asymptotic results for the error in Gaussian integration whether the

singularity is ignored or avoided. They also suggest derivative-free correction terms

for numerical integration of singular integrands of certain types. This idea, which is

not investigated here, could improve existing methods for evaluating singular

integrals.
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